We have experimentally studied the effects on the spin Hall angle due to systematic addition of Pt into the light metal Cu. We perform spin torque ferromagnetic resonance measurements on Py/CuPt bilayer and find that as the Pt concentration increases, the spin Hall angle of CuPt alloy increases. Moreover, only 28% Pt in CuPt alloy can give rise to a spin Hall angle close to that of Pt. We further extract the spin Hall resistivity of CuPt alloy for different Pt concentrations and find that the contribution of skew scattering is larger for lower Pt concentrations, while the sidejump contribution is larger for higher Pt concentrations. From technological perspective, since the CuPt alloy can sustain high processing temperatures and Cu is the most common metallization element in the Si platform, it would be easier to integrate the CuPt alloy based spintronic devices into existing Si fabrication technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spin Hall effect (SHE) exploits spin-orbit (SO) interaction in the non-magnetic material (NM) to convert an unpolarized charge current into a pure spin current and vice-versa [1] [2] [3] . The mechanism of SHE eliminates the need of a ferromagnetic spin polarizer or an external magnetic field to electrically generate spin currents. The spin currents thus generated by SHE have been utilized to efficiently manipulate the magnetization of an adjacent ferromagnet using SO induced torques [4] [5] [6] . The spin current generation efficiency of a material by SHE is quantified by the spin Hall angle ( SH  ) and it is desired to have a large SH  for constructing efficient spintronics devices.
Since the origins of SHE lie in SO coupling and the strength of SO coupling is expected to be larger for heavier elements, SHE has been widely explored in heavy metals such as Pt, Ta, W and Hf [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . SHE in such heavy metals can be understood to arise from intrinsic SHE mechanism which results from the effects of SO interaction on the electronic band structure [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, in complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology, the commonly utilized elements for metallization are Cu and Al, which have a very small SH  .
Studies have been carried out by adding nonmagnetic impurities with strong SO interactions, such as Bi, Ir, and Pb, in Cu [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] to enhance the magnitude of SH  through the extrinsic SHE mechanisms. Such extrinsic SHE mechanisms rely on electron scattering on the impurity centers and are of two kinds, namely skew scattering [23] and side-jump [24] . The advantage of extrinsic SHE mechanisms is that the SH  can be tuned by changing the relative concentrations of host and impurity atoms [25] [26] [27] . 3 In this work, we study the effects on SH  due to the addition of Pt into the light metal Cu.
The CuPt alloy has been predicted to have a sizable extrinsic spin Hall effect [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The SH  of the CuPt alloy, with different Pt concentrations, is estimated using the technique of spintorque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) [5] . We find that as the concentration of Pt in the CuPt alloy increases, the SH  of the system linearly increases. From the analysis of different contributions to the spin Hall resistivity in the CuPt alloy, we find that for lower Pt concentrations (< ~12.7%) the contribution of skew scattering is larger than that of side-jump, while for higher Pt concentrations (> ~12.7%) the contribution of side-jump is larger than that of skew-scattering.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The film stack structure for the ST-FMR measurements is Si substrate/Py (5)/Cu1-xPtx (6)/MgO (1)/SiO2 (3) (nominal thickness in nm), where Py is Permalloy (Ni81Fe19) and x (0 -100%) is the atomic ratio of Pt in Cu1-xPtx alloy, determined using Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy. The entire film stack was deposited onto a thermally oxidized Si substrate at room temperature using magnetron sputtering with a base pressure of < 2  10 -9 Torr. The composite alloy of Cu1-xPtx was deposited by co-sputtering Cu and Pt targets. In order to tune the Pt concentration (x) in the Cu1-xPtx alloy, the sputtering power of Cu was fixed at 120 W and the sputtering power of Pt was varied from 0 to 150 W for x < 75%; while the sputtering power of Pt was fixed at 60 W and the sputtering power of Cu was varied between 0 and 60 W for x  75%.
The deposited films were subsequently patterned into rectangular microstrips of
using optical photolithography and Ar ion milling. In the 4 subsequent step, a coplanar waveguide (CPW) was fabricated using optical photolithography and sputter deposition to make electrical contacts with the microstrip devices. The gap (G) between ground and signal electrodes of the CPW was varied in the range 35 90 m   among the different devices on a film in order to tune the device impedance close to ~50  . Figure 1(a) shows the 3D schematic of our devices with a measurement configuration for ST-FMR. Figure 1(b) shows a microscope image of the ST-FMR device. An orange circle is drawn in Fig. 1(b) to indicate the region of the device illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . All the ST-FMR measurements in this study were carried out at room temperature.
For ST-FMR measurements, a microwave current of a fixed frequency (f = 7, 8, or 9
GHz) is applied to Py/Cu1-xPtx bilayer. Simultaneously, an external magnetic field shows representative ST-FMR spectra from Py/Cu1-xPtx bilayers for x = 0, 6.6, 13.7, and 19.7%
at a microwave frequency of 8 GHz and a nominal microwave power of 16 dBm.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ST-FMR spectra can be fitted using the equation, VV ratio (blue circles) averaged from ST-FMR data for three frequencies (7, 8 , and 9 GHz). From Fig. 3(a) . As we increase the Pt content, the interface between CuPt and Py changes from Cu-rich to Pt-rich regime. It is known that, compared to the Py/Cu bilayer, the Py/Pt bilayer offers a larger Gilbert damping enhancement due to a larger spin mixing conductance [5, [46] [47] [48] [49] and/or enhanced magnetic proximity effect [50] . Therefore, we observe an increase in the 
100 respectively, of thicknesses 6 nm and X is equivalent to x expressed in percentage. We observe that, except for a deviation at x  60%, the data fits well to the above equation. A sudden drop in
CuPt
 at x  60% may arise due to changes in preferential distribution of Pt atoms near the equiatomic concentration as observed before [54] . Nevertheless, the majority of the data follow the parabolic Nordhiem relation indicating that our CuPt alloy is homogeneous for most of the Pt concentrations, at least in the Cu-rich regime (x < 50%). We restrict our further analyses in the Cu-rich regime.
In order to identify the different contributions of SHE in CuPt, we first plot Fig. 4(a) . Therefore, we first isolate the intrinsic and extrinsic contributions to the spin Hall resistivity using the following equation [55] . We then fit the data in Fig. 4(b corresponds to x = ~12.7%. Hence, in the CuPt system, for low Pt concentrations (< 12.7%) the skew scattering contribution to extrinsic SHE is larger, while for higher Pt concentrations (> 12.7%) the side-jump contribution is larger, which agrees well with the previous reports [27, 29, 59, 60] . Further, in the case of the CuPt, we observe that the sign of
SS SH
 and SJ SH  are the same and positive. On the other hand, in the case of n-GaAs [61] , it was observed that the contributions of skew scattering and side-jump are opposite. However, it is to be noted that the sign of skew scattering is sensitive to the nature of impurity atoms [30, 61] and thus, depends on particular material combination. Further, the same sign of skew scattering and side-jump obtained from CuPt is similar to the results obtained in Gd based alloys in the context of anomalous Hall effect [60] .
Apart from the Pt concentration dependence, we have also measured SH  as a function of the thickness (d) of CuPt layer for some compositions (x = 3.5, 13.7, and 19.7%), as shown in Fig. 5(a) . For each composition, we fit the data using [66, 67] . On the other hand, the solubility in the case of CuBi, CuPb, and CuIr alloys is restricted to less than ~1% Bi, ~ 0.5% Pb and ~10% Ir, respectively [67] [68] [69] . Furthermore, the CuBi and CuPb alloys cannot be annealed beyond ~300
°C, due to a low melting point of Bi and Pb and the solubility of Bi and Pb in Cu also degrades upon annealing [68, 69] . Therefore, compared to the other Cu alloys, it would be easier to integrate CuPt alloy based spintronic devices into the existing CMOS platform as CuPt alloy can sustain CMOS backend processing temperatures, such as 400°C (refer supplementary material [44] for estimated SH  from annealed CuPt alloy).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the 
